Structure of the Department
Bern University of the Arts HKB

As of May 2020

Design and Fine Arts
  Dr. Thomas Strässle a.i.
  Conservation and Fine Arts
  Dr. Stefan Wullert & Dr. Andreas Buder
  Swiss Literature Institute
  Dr. Marie Caffari
  Theatre
  Florian Reischedt & Dr. Wolfram Heberle
  Y Institute
  Dr. Andi Schoen
  Research and Services
  Dr. Thomas Gartmann
  Further Education Programmes
  Verena Andel

Conservation and Restoration
  Dr. Stefan Wullert

Music
  Graziella Contratto
  BA Music
  Raphael Cameron (Classical Music), Dr. Tom Arthurs (Jazz), Dr. Teresa Caracciolo and Dr. Michael Hannberg (Sound Arts)
  MA Music
  Wolfgang Schmid (Jazz), Claudia Wagner (Rhythm)
  MA Music and Movement/Rhythmics
  Claudia Wagner

BA Fine Arts
  Hans Rudolf Baptist and Anamo Staakler (co-direction)

BA Conservation
  Dr. Andreas Buder

BA Music Production & Media Engineering
  Cooperation BFH-HKB / FH Graubünden: Ulrike Mathus and Marion Hagger (Operations Manager in Bern)

BA Art Education
  Dr. Maren Polte

BA Visual Communication
  Udo Lehrer

MA Art Education
  Dr. Maren Polte

MA Design
  Robert Linicar

MA Multimedia Communication & Publishing
  Randi A. Müller-Beyer

PreCollege Bern HKB
  Eva Maria Nordhart

Music Management
  Felix Bamert

MA Music Performance
  Lenart Söhms (Classical Music), Dr. Tom Arthurs (Jazz)

MA Specialized Music Performance
  Lenart Söhms (Classical Music), Mathias Bethsrels (Opera)

MA Composition
  Xavier Dayer

MA Music Pedagogy
  Felix Bamert (Classical Music and Jazz), Claudia Wagner (Rhythm)

MA Literary Writing
  Dr. Marie Caffari

MA Literary Writing
  Dr. Marie Caffari

MA Expanded Theatre
  Wolfram Heberle

MA Contemporary Arts Practice
  Andrea Gohi

MA MA Music Performance
  Lennart Dohms (Classical Music), Dr. Tom Arthurs (Jazz), Dr. Teresa Caracciolo and Dr. Michael Hannberg (Sound Arts)

MA Specialized Music Performance
  Lenart Söhms (Classical Music), Mathias Bethsrels (Opera)

MA Music Pedagogy in specific contexts
  Andrea Ferretti

MA Music Pedagogy
  Felix Bamert

MA Music Performance
  Lennart Söhms (Classical Music), Dr. Tom Arthurs (Jazz)

MA Music Performance
  Lennart Söhms (Classical Music), Mathias Bethsrels (Opera)

MA Music Performance
  Lennart Söhms (Classical Music), Dr. Tom Arthurs (Jazz)

Additional Academic Units

Swiss Literature Institute
  Dr. Marie Caffari

Y Institute
  Dr. Andi Schoen

Institute of Design Research
  Dr. Arne Scheuermann

Institute Interpretation
  Martin Skamletz

Institute Materiality in Art and Culture
  Sebastian Dobruckian

Institute Practices and Theories in the Arts
  Priska Gisler

Doctoral programme Studies in the Arts (SINTA)
  Dr. Thomas Gartmann

Institute for Arts in Context
  Dr. Thomas Gartmann

BFH Centre for Arts in Context
  Dr. Thomas Gartmann

Various CAS and DAS

HKB-Business Lab
  Chris Jenny

HR: President    VV: Vice President    D: Members of the Directors’ Board of the Department